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Abstract
3D digitalization of the human body has been studied extensively for various applications in anthropology, ergonomics, healthcare, entertainment and fashion industries. There are different methods and approaches to reconstruct the 3D body
model namely using RGB cameras, depth cameras, scanning systems or anthropometric measurements of the human body. Generally, most of existing approaches
have to tackle issues relating to security of personal data, the impact of the
surrounding environment, cost of 3D scanning systems and complication of anthropometric measurements. This study proposes a method using simple body
measurements and given body shapes to digitalize the human body. The effectiveness of proposed method is evaluated and demonstrated based on two datasets:
a synthetic dataset generated from a parametric model and a real dataset on Vietnamese collected by Viettel Military Industry and Telecoms Group (Vietnam).
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1

Introduction

3D human body reconstruction has been widely applied to a broad range of areas such as health monitoring, virtual clothing try-on, e-commerce and security.
For years, developing techniques for reshaping the 3D
human body from anthropometric parameters has attracted a lot of research attention [6]. Yanhong Zeng in
[9] proposed a method using a feature-selection-based
local mapping for anthropometric modeling. Their system used limited anthropometric parameters as input
to generate the 3D shapes and create a tool to show
the advantage of the system. Ref [8] predicted face
and body shape using non-linear optimization. Firstly,
the shape of the model was optimized concerning the
learned shape space that finds the best suitable points.
Secondly, a mesh-based optimization was performed to
tackle shape variations staying outside training data.
Sergi Pujades [4] contributed notably to the field by
building an application for quick generating 3D body
shapes using measurements based on linear regressors.
The study, (1) introduced a tool called The Virtual
Caliper empowering users to rapidly measure their own
bodies and create a metrically precise avatar; (2) provided a desktop application for research community
to create 3D avatars which could be immediately animated. Ref [7] proposed another approach which created 3D mesh based on generic adjectives, height and
weight to build human body shape based on only a few
descriptions of users relating to “crowdshaped” bodies.
The main contributions of this paper are: (1)
Proposing a state-of-the-art algorithm for 3D reconstruction of human model from body measurements,
(2) Evaluating and validating research results based on

both synthetic data and real data. The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes our approach on
estimating 3D shape model from anthropometric measurements, including introduction of research methodology and demonstration of algorithms and techniques
applied. Results evaluation and analysis are given in
Section III, followed by the future work and conclusion
in Section IV.

2

Methodology

This part is divided into 3 main steps: (1) Briefing
the parametric model used, (2) Interpreting Diversity
Control Oriented Genetic Algorithm (DCGA) and (3)
Describing the implementation of the research.

2.1

The SMPL Model

In this research, a parametric model - The Skinned
Multi-Person Linear (SMPL) model is used as a base to
create an approximation of human body. The SMPL
model [3] could be transformed from shape to shape
based on 10 control shape parameters and 72 control
pose parameters. SMPL was learned and created from
CAESAR which is the largest commercially available
scan database until now. Body mesh of SMPL model
is pre-defined topology with 6890 vertices and type of
surface mesh is triangle. The vertices v ∈ R3 are
modeled linearly by β as follows:
v = Mβ + µ
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Figure 1: The proposed system for 3D Shape Reconstruction from Anthropometric Measurements.

Diversity Control Oriented Genetic Algorithm 2.2.1 Initial Population
(DCGA)
A general problem of traditional genetic algorithms is
In this section we present a system using Diversity Con- convergence to a local optimum, mainly because poputrol Oriented Genetic Algorithm (DCGA) [5] which is lation structure is not diverse enough and too alike. We
a variant of the Genetic Algorithm (GA). Before dig- propose using the K-means clustering algorithm to iniging deeper into DCGA, a summary of Heuristic op- tialize the population. A large data set of 50000 sets of
timization algorithm is given. It is a computational βj ∈ V 10 is randomly generated then K-means is used
procedure which finds out an optimal solution by it- to reinitializing the dataset into N clusters. The central
eratively continuing to improve a candidate solution. component of each cluster will be the chromosomes of
GA is a class of Heuristic optimization method which each individual in the initial population.
mimics the evolutionary processes in nature such as reproduction or natural selection. Individual in the GA 2.2.2 Selection
represent a solution for the problem with chromosomes
represented by a vector. Generally, two vital steps in- The selection is the process of selecting individuals
cluding natural selection and reproduction are used re- from the initial population to be parents which could
peatedly in each iteration (generation), in which re- mate and recombine to create off-springs for the next
production is divided into hybridization and mutation generation. One of the main tasks in GA is ensuring
processes. Before entering the evolutionary process in the diversity in the population. DCGA is proposed
each generation, a set of individuals (population) is ini- for natural selection to improve population diversity
after each generation. It includes 2 main steps: (i)
tialized by using uniform random numbers.
Fig. 1 illustrates an overview of our system. We cre- Eliminating the duplicate structure/individual, (ii) Usate a process of optimization to take DCGA as input ing Cross-generational Probabilistic Survival Selection
anthropometric measurements and generate parame- (CPSS) method to select structure/individual. Evalters as output for SMPL. Firstly, a set of shape pa- uation function is used to arrange the order of indirameters (β) which is taken from Initial Population is vidual. Evaluation function (F) is created based on
applied to generate a 3D model based on SMPL. Block the loss function between y – the input parameter of
1 is used to calculate the measurements of the para- measurements and ŷ – the estimated parameter of meametric model which are identical to the inputs. In this surements which is defined from shape parameters (β
case, each set of shape parameters is called a chromo- – individual).
some and each variable beta is gene. The solution space
qX
2
is defined as V for finding an approximate solution.
L (y, ŷ) =
k (yi − ybi )
(4)
2.2

Chromosome : β = [x1 , x2 , . . . , x10 ] ∈ V
Gene : xi ∈ β
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(2)
(3)

F (β) =

1
L(y, ŷ)
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Figure 2: (a) Fitness value vs Generation number, (b) Root Mean Square Error vs Generation number.

Where k is the coefficient to ensure the value of eval- below:
uation function is not too huge or reach zero. After
arranging, the first individual is chosen and the next is
selected based on the basis of a probability defined by
the following equation:

βinew1 = βi1 + v βi1 − βi2

(8)

βinew2

(9)

=

βi2

+

v|βi1

−

βi2 |

α

h
+c
p = (1 − c)
M

(6) 2) Mutation
Some of genes was used to a mutation with a ranWhere h is the hamming distance between a candi- dom probability pm . This research uses power mudate individual and the individual which have corre- tation (PM) with genes β = (β1 , β2 , . . . , β10 ). A ransponding genes satisfied: x1i − x2i > ε, 0 < ε  1; M dom number r ∈ [0, 1] is generated following a uniform
is the number of genes in an individual; c and α are distribution and s is generated based on the power
p
the coefficients for shape and exponent whose value are distribution(x ). New individuals are created by the
in the range of [0,1]. (iii) If the number of individuals following equation:
(
after step (ii) is smaller than N, new individuals will
βi − s(βi − li ), t < r
be generated randomly in the initial population.
new
(10)
βi
=
βi + s(ri − βi ), t ≥ r
2.3

Reproduction

−li
, li and ri are upper and lower bounds
where t = βrii−l
i
The fittest individuals are selected and pass their genes of a decision variable.
to the next generation. Two common phases in reproduction are crossover and mutation. There are differ- 2.4 Implementation Details
ent methods and algorithms to implement the crossover
and mutation such as ref [1] and [2]. In this research, The main code is implemented in Python and a popuwe use Laplace crossover and exponential mutation to lar library: NumPy. According to above analyses and
the given problem, the value of each process is repreensure the effectiveness for real numbers.
sented as follows: population size N = 50, mutation
probability pm = 10, exponent for probability function
1) Crossover
α = 0.21, shape coefficient c = 0.01, scale parameter
Laplace crossover (LX) for individuals:
2
1
) are b = 1, the index of the power distribution in mutation
β 1 = (β11 , β21 , . . . , β10
) and β 2 = (β12 , β22 , . . . , β10
presented as follows: (i) Generating a random num- p = 0.75.
ber u ∈ [0, 1] following a uniform distribution, (ii) a
random number v is generated based on the Laplace
distribution:
(
a − b ln(u), u ≤ 12
v=
(7)
a + b ln(u), u > 12

Where a ∈ R is the position parameter, b > 0 is scale
parameter, if b is small, the probability to generate the
individuals which are similar to their parents is higher
and vice versa. The two of individual are given as
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Table 1: Body shape classification.

3

Results and Discussion

Research results are validated by 2 datasets: (1) synthetic dataset which was generated randomly from
SMPL, (2) real dataset of Northern Vietnamese which
was collected by Viettel Military Industry and Telecoms Group (Vietnam). The evaluation is implemented by both quantitative and qualitative analyses.
To verify the quantitative results using anthropometric
measurements and ensure the fairness and accuracy of
proposed algorithm, we take into account 2 factors: difference between the input values and measurements of
model and the errors between the measurements that
are not used as input values.
3.1

Synthetic Dataset on SMPL

Based on the data clusters defined above, synthetic
data is classified into 5 main groups according to different proportions between measurements to ensure the
diversity of distribution in body shape. These datasets
are used to validate and verify the efficient of DCGA.
05 groups of people are: (1) Hourglass, (2) Triangle, (3)
Oval, (4) Rectangle, (5) Inverted Triangle, arranged in
order as Table 1. Each group of people includes 50
samples according to the uniform distribution and the
constrained conditions to ensure the correction subgroups.
3.1.1

Quantitative Results

Table 2 illustrates the errors between the values which
set as inputs for DCGA algorithm and the equivalent
values in generated model. Overall, the mean values for
five types of people are lower than 4 mm and the best
performance could be seen in the hip circumference.
The results in triangle type are generally higher than
the other body types, approximately 2.3 mm. In term
of input measurements, the arm length errors are given
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bigger than others. Based on the information as seen
in table 3, the triangle shape provides the most stable
results.
The range from upper bound to lower bound is approximately 9 mm, in contrast to nearly 40 mm of inverted triangle shape. The numbers of hourglass, rectangle and oval types are 14 mm, 14.5 mm and 17 mm
respectively. However, the distributions of oval type
have more outliers than others. Four over ten measurement errors in oval type including (1) Waist Circumference, (2) Shoulder to crotch, (3) Hip circumference,
(4) Inside leg length have a greater number of outliers.
On the other hand, most of the measurements in triangle shape has the smallest outside value. Rectangle
and inverted triangle types have stayed in the middle
range with only few abnormal values.
Table 4 illustrates errors from five body shape types
in various measurements. The information shows mean
error between twelve indexes in millimetres (lower than
seven millimetres). Overall, the error in thigh circumference and total crotch length are the highest value,
whereas upper arm indicates the lowest value throughout the whole measurements. The other measurements
maintain the error in the range of approximately [2.5
mm, 8.5 mm]. In thigh circumference, the mean error
of Rectangle and Inverted Triangle shape are 14.63 mm
and 12.79 mm respectively. For others, this circumference decreases slightly but keeps around 11 mm. Similarly, the crotch length gives the lowest error in oval
shape and is approximately 9.5 mm, but slightly increases to the other shapes. On the other hand, the
mean errors of hourglass and triangle are the smallest
and around 1.5mm as compared to other shape types.
Table 5 indicates the distribution of the whole errors in measurements. Generally, the inverted triangle
shape has the largest range of data scale, whereas the
smallest range is belonging to the oval shape. The
range from upper bound to lower bound of oval type
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Table 2: The errors between the Input measurements and the results of model. Units are in mm for all values.

Table 3: The distribution of errors between input measurements and results.
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Table 4: The errors between the other measurements and the result of model. Units are in mm for all values.

Table 5: The distribution of errors between the other measurements and the result of model.
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Figure 3: The comparisons between ground truth model and the results in types of body.
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Figure 4: Qualitative results on real data.

is only around 23 mm in contrast to nearly 40 mm of
the inverted triangle one. The numbers of hourglass,
rectangle and triangle types are 33 mm, 36 mm and 32
mm respectively. However, there are more outliers that
appear in oval shape than others. These values could
come from special characteristic of this shape which is
shown on the next part of this research. On the other
hand, the rectangle remains the error stable inside the
range of each measurement.

3.1.2

Qualitative Results

Fig. 3 below indicates the comparison both in front
view and side view between ground truth and 3D
model. It is clearly to see that results are acceptable and accurate. In details, thigh circumference of
predicted model is slightly smaller than the real data.
With oval and rectangle shape, waist is much bigger than other circumferences that causes the effect
to other measurements. Hourglass, triangle and inverted triangle body shape have all circumferences and
lengths more stable and natural which create more accurate results.
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3.2

Real Dataset on Northern Vietnamese

The number of real dataset is 75 samples (male), which
is collected from two biggest cities in Vietnam: Hanoi
and Ho Chi Minh city. The samples are chosen to ensure the diversity of human dataset. Their jobs are included: student, engineer, shipper, worker, famer. The
results below describe the effectiveness and the accuracy when applied the algorithm on this dataset. Based
on the qualitative results, the differences between images/point cloud dataset and the generated model are
small and negligible. Only minor distinctions appear
in head and bicep measurements.
The summary on quantitative results below demonstrates the accuracy of proposed algorithm. The mean
errors of ten inputs and twelve other measurements are
5.074 (mm) and 10.98 (mm) respectively. The main
errors are head circumference and bicep circumference
with 21.51 (mm) and 19.32 (mm) respectively. These
bring the similarity with qualitative results.
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Table 6: Quantitative results on Input Measurements.

Table 7: Quantitative results on others.
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Conclusion and Future work

A novel method for reconstructing 3D model from
anthropometric measurements is proposed in this research. Other than previous approaches, we applied
a new algorithm (DCGA) to improve the accuracy of
reshaping 3D human model from anthropometric measurements. The results in both synthetic data and real
data have demonstrated the effectiveness of proposed
algorithm. There are two main contributions in this
research: (1) applying Diversity Control Oriented Genetic Algorithm to find the best result for 3D shape
model, (2) verifying and validating the results of algorithm on a diverse dataset. In the future, the speed
of algorithm would be improved sharply, besides more
real dataset should be collected and tested on our algorithm. On the other side, multi-platform user interfaces would be developed and released to research
community for many applications.
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